
Mashiko
Mashiko 360 Classic Wall 240V 
Bronze 2 x 40W

MASH 360 1121055

Bronze 2 x 40W

Quicklink: Q281B

General

Cap SES / E14

Colour Bronze

Construction Steel / Glass

Dimmable Yes

IP Rating IP44

Weight 1.5kg

Dimensions

Depth 80mm

Length 360mm

Width 80mm

Electrical

Maximum Wattage 80W (2 x 40W)

Voltage 240V

The Mashiko Classic Wall 360 is a versatile and stylish bathroom mirror light that is

designed to provide additional light to highlight mirrors, bathroom cabinets, and sink areas.

This fitting can be mounted horizontally or vertically, providing a wide coverage of light and

making it ideal for a variety of bathroom layouts. 

The Mashiko Classic Wall 360 features five frosted glass faces that allow light to diffuse in

all directions, providing a soft and even light distribution. Two 40W candle lamps are

incorporated into the fitting, providing sufficient light for tasks such as shaving and makeup

application. 

This fitting is IP44 rated, making it suitable for use in bathroom zone 2, ensuring it is safe to

use in damp and humid environments. Constructed from steel and frosted glass and

finished in polished chrome, this fitting is durable and long-lasting. Two 40W E14 candle

lamps must be purchased separately, and this product is dimmable, allowing you to adjust

the brightness to suit your needs. 

Larger versions of this product as well as matching ceiling lights are also available, making

it easy to coordinate and complement your bathroom décor. Overall, the Mashiko Classic

Wall 360 is a versatile and practical lighting solution that is designed to enhance the look

and functionality of any bathroom. With its sleek design, versatile mounting options, and

soft and even light distribution, it is the perfect choice for illuminating mirrors, bathroom

cabinets, and sink areas. 
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